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When I gave evidence to you on 18 June in connection with four pieces of subordinate
legislation being made under the Land Registration etc. (Scotland) Act 2012, I gave a
commitment to come back to you on two matters: beneficial ownership and the reserves held
by Registers of Scotland (RoS). This letter deals with the latter.

RoS' reserves are the accumulated profits that the department has generated since
becoming a trading fund in 1996. The levels held have varied markedly over that period,
reflecting RoS' exposure to the property market and consequent changes in its income and
expenditure and its investment cycles. This is the normal pattern for those arms of
government operating as a trading fund and making no call on the public purse.

RoS has a formal reserves policy that is reviewed twice-yearly by the RoS Board, with input
from the RoS Audit Committee. It is also discussed at regular meetings between the RoS
Finance Director and colleagues in SG Finance.

RoS' reserves policy informs its medium and long term financial planning and seeks to
ensure that the resources needed to maintain its financial stability are available.

RoS' approach to reserves is driven by the necessity to:

a) provide adequate financial cover for operating activities (in particular to ensure
that it could withstand a further protracted downturn in the property market);
b) meet other funding requirements such as one-off costs relating to any possible
claim under the state guarantee that underpins titles held on the Land Register; and
c) fund future investment needs such as investment in digital services,
restructuring and, as recently announced by the Scottish Government, completing the
Land Register.

At the end of 2013-14, the last financial year, RoS' reserves were £72m. In terms of the
categories set out above, these reserves are structured as follows:
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a) £40m - This sum will be held until needed to cover the losses that will be incurred
during the next downturn in the property market. This is a 50% reduction on the
sum that RoS had to expend to cover the losses it had to withstand and fund from
reserves during the most recent, sustained property market downturn. The lower
level reflects the range of actions that the Keeper has taken to reduce RoS' cost
base, including decreasing staff numbers by 450, reducing IT and estate costs,
and improving efficiency year on year;

b) £10m - this sum is to cover the state-backed guarantee provided to property
owners in Scotland and will grow in line with Land Register coverage; and

c) £22m, made up of:

• £5m for investment in digital services over the next three years;
• £5m for restructuring costs to secure any necessary changes to the skills

sets available to RoS; and
• £12m as start off expenditure for Land Register completion.

RoS returned to profitability in 2013-14 after making losses for five years. Their expectation
is, that with the returning growth in the volume of transactions in the property market and
riSing house prices, profitability will continue over this and at least the next two financial
years. This will enable RoS to increase the resources it has available for investment in Land
Register completion from £12m to £60m.

Scottish Ministers have two roles in respect of the financial position of RoS: setting financial
targets for the Keeper and setting the fees that she may charge for her statutory services.
The level of RoS' reserves is one of the things that I take into account when I consider both
roles.

In terms of fees, at your meeting on 18 June, you approved the first Fees Order made under
the 2012 Act. This retained statutory fees at current levels. Indeed, I have been able to
maintain the fees at the same level since January 2011. The average fee charged now
represents around 0.25% of the average house price, compared to almost 0.4% of the
average house price in 1996. Also, around 72% of the deeds presented to the Keeper for
registration in the Land Register attract only the minimum fee of £60. This is excellent news
for the property-buying public.

As you know from the evidence I have given to your Committee both recently and during its
consideration of the Land Registration etc. (Scotland) Bill, I am committed to ensuring that
property owners in Scotland have the benefits of a registered title and can do so at a cost
that provides value for money while enabling the Keeper to maintain the integrity of the Land
Register and secure its completion. Given the upturn in the property market and the
increasing efficiency of RoS, I am pleased to tell you that, after discussion with the Keeper,
we shall be announcing today that the statutory fees that the Keeper may charge will not
increase above current levels until at least April 2017. This means that I will not be seeking
an increase through a revised Fees Order and the Keeper will not increase fees by using her
statutory powers to vary them between Fees Orders.

You will also wish to note that in the current public consultation on completion of the Land
Register we are asking for views on whether there should be a 10% discount for voluntary
applications for registration. If, following consideration of the responses on this matter, we
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decide to proceed, then an amendment to the Fees Order to that effect will come before the
Committee next year.

I shall write to you separately on the issue of beneficial ownership.

Yours sincerely

./"I. "\,
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